Ground and excited state complexation of ketocyanine dyes with alkaline earth metal ions.
Electronic absorption and emission spectral characteristics of two ketocyanine dyes have been studied in solution in the presence of alkaline earth metal ions. Absorption spectral studies indicate complex formation between the ions and the dyes in the ground state. Values of the equilibrium constant and the enthalpy change characterizing dye (S0)-metal ion interaction have been determined from the absorption spectral data. In the presence of the metal ions the fluorescence spectrum of the dyes shows two bands pointing to the existence of two emitting species, viz., the solvated and the complexed dye in solution. Time-resolved studies of the dyes in solution containing the metal ions can be explained by a two-state model and indicate the presence of two emitting species in equilibrium. Values of the equilibrium constant for the interaction of metal ion and the dyes in the S1 state have also been estimated.